INTERVIEW

Taking control of your space
Jon Sutton meets Craig Knight (University of Exeter and Director of IDR) to talk
about identity and the design of our environments

e’re sat here in an hotel which is
W
amongst the finest that Leicester
has to offer. You look around – what do
you see, from a psychological
perspective?
A fairly lean space, I suppose. It’s quite
a sparse hotel generally, as is the trend.
If this was a workspace, which is what I’m
particularly interested in, it wouldn’t be a
great one, because there’s not a lot to
engage you. Of course, we’re sitting
amidst food, and you can select your own
food, you can choose what you want and
choose your own conversation.
So that’s the key, having some control
over your space?
Certainly. While this looks sparse, we
are enriching it and we are empowered to
enrich it. But if we put a few more plants
and bits of artwork around the place, it
would be interesting to see how people
felt.
With a workplace, people have more
opportunities for empowerment.
Stepping back a bit, you run IDR –
Identity Realization – looking at the
psychology of working and living space.
How did you get into that?
I got into it quite a while ago. I used to
work in office design, and I saw how
people used office space, how varied it
was and how heuristic it was in terms of
why people did what they did. Managers
would say: ‘We do it this way because this
is how our industry does things.’ You ask
the designers, and they say, ‘This is the
latest thinking we have from our
industry’, but there is no science in it.
It follows fashion and heuristics, and
I suspected there had to be a better way
of doing it rather than just putting people
in a room. When you start to look at this
fashionable idea of lean, clean space, it
seems to have no psychological validity
at all.
It’s a purely modern trend?
No, it is far from being a modern trend.
Lean allegedly came from the Japanese
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manufacturing model in the 1980s and
90s, yet its governing principles, the ‘Five
Ss’, are explained in Frederick Taylor’s
1911 book The Principles of Scientific
Management in beautiful detail: Sort –
you look at a workspace and you see
what is needed for the job; everything
else, pictures, food, drinks, anything
apparently superfluous, you take out.
Then you Set in order, so for example
if somebody is right-handed you’d make
sure you they were sitting in a righthanded workspace. Then Shine – you take
everything off and clean – or shine – the
workspace, so that managers can see that
you’re doing your job and nothing else.
Then you Standardise, so that if you’re in
Leicester or Lima it’s the same
recognisable corporate space. Then
Sustain, always said to be the hardest
one – keep it going. Of course Sustain is
difficult if you go into a workspace and
mess around with it in this way, you
generate the Hawthorne effect – a quick
peak of interest and then a trough of
disappointment, so Sustain is hard. But
the psychologically interesting thing is
that people still think, ‘It must work’.
We don’t understand psychologically why
putting someone in an impoverished
space should work, when it doesn’t work
for any other animal on the planet. Put an
ant in a lean jam jar or a gorilla in a lean
cage and they’re really miserable, so why
should it work for people? So we started
to experiment.
What were you expecting to find?
A crossover – that in lean, as with every
other animal, well-being would fall, but
we still suspected that productivity would
rise. It didn’t. Every time we’ve
experimented, we’ve found well-being
and productivity have been inextricably
linked. Over eight years, lean has always,
without exception, been the worst
condition you can put anyone into.
It’s interesting when you look at other
environments, lean has been kicked out
years ago. Alex Haslam, Cath Haslam and
I have worked with older adults in care,

where the lean environment was
effectively banned in 1948. Older adults
live under a hotel model of care, more or
less. But in offices, lean is continually
reinvented as ‘the thing’.
Is that simply because it’s easier and
cheaper to set up?
I don’t think people are going in and
saying: ‘I’m a lean person, I’ve done the
six sigma business management strategy
course. I’m going to impose it, even
though I don’t think it’s the right thing.’
They’re doing it because they believe in
it, and I think some of that is based on
heuristics, a lot of other people are doing
it. But also, it’s to do with identity
realisation. The best space is where you
can go and realise some of your identity –
‘that’s a bit of Jon, that’s my picture of my
kids, that’s my souvenir from when I went
to Mauritius…’ Whatever that happens to
be, that’s your space. In a lean space, if
you’re a worker, there’s absolutely none of
that. But, if you’re a manager, you’ve been
on a course, you come back as a black
belt in six sigma, you are massively
empowered over a complete workspace,
and it’s hugely empowering to run that
space.
So you’ve got that control that none of
your workers have? I suppose another
‘S’ to chuck into it would be
‘Surveillance’. A lot of office design
came from the panopticon, didn’t it? –
the idea in 18th-century prisons of
having one central tower, where the
supervisor can efficiently watch over
large numbers of inmates.
It didn’t necessarily come from it, but
the parallels are worthy of note, whether
accidental or not. The whole idea of the
panopticon was that you had this central
tower with obscured glass windows, so
guards could look out into the cells and
the prisoners in those cells wouldn’t
know whether they were being monitored
or not. Two guards could see twice as
many cells as one guard, but of course no
guards would be just as effective, because
the prisoners don’t know whether they’re
being watched or not. Foucault called it
the perfect surveillance system. When
you phone up to pay a bill, or your bank,
and you hear ‘this call may be monitored
for training purposes’, we want to know
why, really. Why do we always monitor
the poor buggers at the bottom of the
heap? Why do we monitor the people
who make the cheapest mistakes? The
empowerment, the identity realisation, is
vested very much in management, where
it has been since the clerical job was
Taylorised. When the job of a clerk was
split into serial parts – filing, typing,
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accounts, and so forth – the kudos that
was vested in the job of a clerk went
upstairs to management, where it has
been ever since.

how they should work. It’s a very
simple thing that we need to do, but an
incredibly complicated thing to put into
place. People will turn round fearing
anarchy and say, ‘Look, we’ve got a
thousand people here, how can you have
a thousand people doing what they want?’
First of all, we don’t have a thousand
opinions, we develop stronger social and
corporate bonds working as teams.
Secondly, if you turn that question on its
head… how is it right for one person to
tell a thousand people how they should
work? It’s farcical. So we’re just examining
a heuristic and seeing how it stands up.

It’s interesting to hear you talk about it
in these terms, because I suppose a lot
of psychology and science is probably
in the service of management and the
‘ruling classes’. A lot of occupational
psychology is to do with management,
so for you to talk about the identity and
well-being of those at the bottom of
the heap is quite unusual for our
discipline.
I think you’re right. I think that in some
So a lot of your work is about
sense, psychology has abetted all this.
overcoming that resistance?
We’ve developed psychometric tools, and
Well hopefully we’re getting to the point
so forth, which let management decide
now – with eight years of overwhelmingly
how they recruit, who they recruit, when
consistent results – where we can go into
they recruit. Psychometrics themselves
a space and we can be pretty confident of
are interesting, because some companies
have either no faith or
complete faith in them –
either end of that
spectrum has got to be
wrong. With even the
best personality test, all
you’re going to find out
is what that person thinks
they are like, not what
they are actually like. So
they’re always going to be
flawed. We haven’t helped
the cause sometimes. But
some of the stuff – the
stuff that Alex [Haslam]
has done and Chris
Baldry with some of his
colleagues at the
University of Stirling –
has been brilliant, really
seminal, and that’s
helped. We just think it’s
quite interesting if you
put a scientific
Craig Knight, PRISM Director, University of Exeter
perspective, a
psychological perspective, Craig.P.Knight@exeter.ac.uk
on office space, rather
than looking at it through
how that space could be improved, what
this rather distorted management lens.
it is going to be like, and how people are
So when you go into a company now,
going to feel. So we can go to less
how do you add value? Does it boil
cooperative organisations and be fairly
down to ‘put some plants over there’,
confident that we can improve their
‘put some nice artwork up’?
space, and show them the evidence.
It’s funny, isn’t it? If you’ve got a small
And then you evaluate it after they’ve
company, six people sitting in an office,
made those changes?
they will almost certainly do the
We always try to do things using the
psychologically best thing automatically –
modesty of science, because although
they’ll talk about where they want to sit,
we haven’t come across one yet, I’m sure
what colours they should have, all the
somewhere in the world there is a lean
rest of it. But when you get to a mediumspace which operates better than anything
sized company upwards, say 30 people to
else. So we’ll always have the company
three million people, suddenly it becomes
view of what they think works best, the
one person’s right to tell everybody else
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scientific view of what works best, and
then maybe a couple of others too, and
then compare, just try to find the best use
of that space. So we don’t take the typical
management consultancy approach of ‘we
know best, this is what you should do’.
We can hypothesise what’s going to
happen, and then we can see.
When you make these changes, do you
find that people don’t just feel
different, they act differently as well?
First of all, in terms of offices, people are
consistently more productive. We’ve just
finished a study with a large, international
accountancy firm, and their productivity
went up by 15 per cent. All we did was
enrich the space: from a six sigma, very
high-designed lean space, we just
enriched it with plants. We didn’t
empower the staff, because I cocked up
the experiment! We used seven-foot high,
very heavy plants in pots. Comparing
the enriched with the lean spaces, we
found a 15 per cent increase in
productivity. This is spot on the
average increase that we have found
from laboratory, to offices, to this latest
study.
When we’ve worked with older
adults in care, we have given them
a say concerning their social space.
Typically, when older adults move into
a care home, or move between care
homes, they retreat into their own
space with its familiar artefacts. As a
result, levels of social interaction fall,
with one of the side-effects being
increased risk of death. So the care
organisation wanted to know if there
was some way around this. When we
empowered people within their own
social space, there was much less
retreating to their own room.
Compared to the control condition,
which had no additional empowerment,
there were four times as many people
using the social space at the key phase of
the experiment. And now, you can go into
the social space and find – on average –
half of the residents using it.
It all links back, in terms of social
interaction, to the working space and
productivity. You think of high-profile
cases, like at Apple when Steve Jobs
introduced a central atrium with a
water fountain, so the tech staff and
design staff were forced to interact.
But that’s interesting, because again
you’ve got a manager saying ‘I know
what’s best’. Whether it’s benevolently
applied or otherwise, the research
suggests there’s always a better way. Take
these high-designed spaces – the classic
example is the Google offices. All our
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research suggests it’s improved by letting
people have a say in what is going on.
So it’s all very well having table
football, beanbags and a slide in the
office, but…
Think about that for a minute – table
football, a beer fridge, the slide… that
could be designed by the guys from Men
Behaving Badly! I haven’t yet seen the
opposite extreme where the company
plays romantic comedies on the
television, where Colin Firth lookalikes
arrive to take you from one room to
another, and where you’ve got white
wine in the chiller! In Australia recently,
somebody showed me around a table
football, beer and ping-pong space. It
was unsurprisingly dominated by men.
And I suppose a lot of the companies
where we’ve heard they’ve done that
kind of thing, they seem like quite
male-dominated arenas. So the Lego
head office looks fantastic to me, but
would they to most women?
Would you want to go down a carbonfibre slide in a skirt? Probably not. We
had a female designer from Google, and
she said, ‘Look, Craig, what you don’t
understand is that Google is tribal.’ I can
buy that entirely. And if a tribal company
is doing well, that’s great. However, as
soon as the company starts to deteriorate
in terms of performance, then the fact
that you’re only picking certain types of
people for the workforce, and de facto
excluding most others, is unlikely to do
your business much good at all. So the
sexiest-designed offices aren’t the bestfunctioning offices. You don’t live in
a showhouse, you always mess around
with it to make yourself more comfortable.
How much empowerment is too much
empowerment? If it is an office that
everyone has to work in, is it possible
to give somebody too much control
over their working space?
What tends to work is making your
decisions as a group. It’s not a case of
us and them – we’re not saying to
management ‘Give up this power’. We’re
saying share the power. So suddenly you
are developing a group sense of shared
space. If you look to Cath Haslam and
colleagues’ work with reminiscence
amongst the elderly, all the evidence

suggests that reminiscing as a group is
most effective in terms of well-being and
social cohesion. Similarly at work, if you
work together as a group, you develop
group bonding. If the organisation
facilitates this bonding, then you can
reasonably expect to see enhanced team
and organisational identity. So
empowerment becomes a group activity
rather than an individual pursuit. If
someone has, say, a calendar that
someone objects to, you talk about that in
the group. If you and I work together, and
I like pink and sharp and spiky and noisy
and you like clean and lean and
monochrome and quiet, then we’re going
to fall out developing our adjoining
individual spaces – it’s much better if we
can come to a mutual decision.
So if we think of ‘sick building
syndrome’, that’s perhaps about
working relationships rather than the
environment?
Look, you can get Legionnaires disease
from air-conditioning, there’s no doubt
about that. If you have that, you’re going
to be a poorly rabbit whether you’re
empowered or not. But what the research
shows is fascinating. You can take an
identical space, and you just move plants
in or out, and people can feel significantly
sicker – headaches, dry throat, too hot,
and so forth – simply according to
whether or not plants are there.
I should stress that all the research
we do is based on a between-participant
design. So it’s not that we take the same
people, given them plants and they feel
better – the people in the lean condition
aren’t aware that there is any other
condition available to them. In many
ways our results are not that surprising.
Think of the benefits of green space when
it’s outside! When you view management
practice through a scientific lens, a lot of
it suddenly looks like nonsense.

This work has led to you having
some quite unusual funders, hasn’t it?
I didn’t even realise there was such
a thing as plant rental!
We would have been lost without
Ambius! It’s quite interesting how our
relationship came about. Because we’re
psychologists and we have small purses,
we thought, ‘What can we do to enrich
a space cheaply?’ We could have used
different carpets, paint, screens,
all kinds of things. But plants were
cheap, portable, and we thought
Would you rather listen to the whole interview?
we could get a big bang for our
For the first time, we are making it available
buck. And we did. So this
to download. Visit the web version at
company, which was at the time
www.thepsychologist.org.uk
Rentokil Initial Tropical Plants,
became interested in what we were
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doing. They’ve been brave, because all
we do is our science as impartially as
possible, and we could have found that
their plants were rubbish, but we haven’t.
So you’ve looked at the working space
and care of the elderly – are there any
other environments you can see these
principles extending to?
Lean, as I said, came from Taylor. And
lean doesn’t work in offices. Maybe lean
doesn’t work in factories either. I’m
looking at your iPhone, and thinking of
all these suicides in the factories in
China, which may in part be due to their
notoriously lean production methods
which date back to Taylor. We’re talking
to a company at the moment, and we’re
looking for them to give us three
production lines in well-separated areas.
The control we’re going to keep as lean;
the second we are going to enrich; but
the third we’re going to hand over to the
workers. In essence our hypothesis is that
the production line which is empowered
will be the best of the three.
We’re not saying we know best, we’re
saying we think this might work better,
but let’s see. If you just look at it
scientifically, if lean workspaces don’t
seem to work, then why should lean
production methods work any better?
I think that’s the most interesting
part of our discussion, about looking
through the lens of management and
you taking that different perspective.
I suppose I’m being a little too generalist
in equating management with lean, and
design with enrichment. There’s a huge
grey area between the two. There is some
truly horrible lean design, and very
empowered management space. You’ve
only got to read people like Tom Peters,
a US writer on business management
practices, to realise how empowered
management can be. However, the
imposition of any business system is
usually viewed through the management
lens. It may be more or less benevolent,
but management remains at the forefront
of where the control lies.
Are you happy with your own working
space?
Yes and no. I can look at my working
space and think ‘this is appalling’, but
it’s entirely within my remit to change it.
Sexy design is all for people Paul Morrell,
former Chair of the British Council for
Offices, called the ‘self-managed, selfmonitored privileged few’. The poor
buggers at the bottom of the food chain –
the over-managed, over-monitored
majority – are still working in conditions
essentially unchanged for over a century.
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HIGHGATE CONSULTING ROOMS
❋ Purpose-built for psychotherapy
❋ Architect designed and elegantly furnished
❋ Sound-proofed
❋ Fully ventilated
❋ Entryphone system to all rooms
❋ Waiting areas
❋ Support staff
❋ Sessions to suit individual requirements
Contact Sally for further details:
West Hill House, 6 Swains Lane, London N6 6QS
Tel no: 020 7482 4212
E-mail: info@westhill-house.biz
Web: www.consulting-rooms.co.uk

RICHMAN EMDR-TRAINING
Fully accredited EMDR trainings for Psychologists
EMDR International Association (EMDRIA) and EMDR-Europe Association
(EMDR-E) accredited trainings conducted by Alexandra (Sandi) Richman,
Chartered Psychologist. Learn how to integrate this evidence-based
therapy into your existing clinical skills.
Richman EMDR Training offer small interactive EMDR trainings (max
20 participants), incorporating the complete ‘standard’ EMDR training
accredited and approved by EMDRIA/EMDR-Europe plus an Intermediate
workshop between Part I and Part 3 training. After Part I participants
are able to practice EMDR and Part 2 revises the protocol and offers
supervision of case material. Part 3 training teaches EMDR with more
complex cases and offers further case consultation.

EMDR 2012 & 2013 Trainings are as follows:
(London unless otherwise indicated)
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020 7880 6244,
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Part 1 (now 3 full days)
21 - 23 November 2012 (Glasgow),
30 Jan - 1 Feb 2013, 20 - 22 March 2013
Intermediate (Part 2)
15 November 2012, 24 Jan 2013, 17 April 2013 (Glasgow)
Part 3 (now 3 full days)
29 November - 1 December 2012,
13 - 15 March 2013, 18 - 20 April 2013 (Glasgow)
For more information contact
Mary Cullinane, Training Co-ordinator.
Tel: 020 7372 3572 Email: mary@alexandrarichman.com

www.emdr-training.com

Make a difference.
Ashridge Masters in Organisational Change
Deepen your understanding of organisations and the
contribution you can make
Recognised as one of the most innovative and powerful programmes in the ﬁeld, it
synthesises practical approaches, new ways of thinking and latest research.
• Speciﬁcally address challenges faced by leaders and facilitators of change
• Challenge assumptions and offer new perspectives on organisations
• Developed and delivered by experienced practitioners

Open day Friday
14 December 2012

This unique, part-time programme will build on your existing skills as a
leader/facilitator of change by developing your reﬂective capacity through
provocative theory and innovative approaches to learning.
Programme starts on Wednesday 20 February 2013.

To find out more and book your place please contact +44 (0)1442 841386
or email: julie.britten@ashridge.org.uk

www.ashridge.org.uk/amoc
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